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ABSTRACT

Masked Language Modeling (MLM) has been one of the most prominent ap-
proaches for pretraining bidirectional text encoders due to its simplicity and ef-
fectiveness. One notable concern about MLM is that the special [MASK] symbol
causes a discrepancy between pretraining data and downstream data as it is present
only in pretraining but not in fine-tuning. In this work, we offer a new perspec-
tive on the consequence of such a discrepancy: We demonstrate empirically and
theoretically that MLM pretraining allocates some model dimensions exclusively
for representing [MASK] tokens, resulting in a representation deficiency for real
tokens and limiting the pretrained model’s expressiveness when it is adapted to
downstream data without [MASK] tokens. Motivated by the identified issue, we
propose MAE-LM, which pretrains the Masked Autoencoder architecture with
MLM where [MASK] tokens are excluded from the encoder. Empirically, we
show that MAE-LM improves the utilization of model dimensions for real token
representations, and MAE-LM consistently outperforms MLM-pretrained models
on the GLUE and SQuAD benchmarks.

1 INTRODUCTION

Pretraining text encoders to learn from bidirectional contexts has achieved enormous success in
various natural language processing (NLP) tasks (Clark et al., 2020; Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al.,
2019). Masked Language Modeling (MLM) (Devlin et al., 2019) is among one of the most prominent
pretraining approaches due to its conceptual simplicity and empirical effectiveness: By randomly
masking a portion of input tokens and training a Transformer encoder to predict the original content
based on the remaining bidirectional contexts, the model learns robust representations that generalize
well to diverse downstream tasks. Besides its broad impact in NLP, MLM has also been widely
adopted for pretraining in other domains, such as images (Bao et al., 2022; Xie et al., 2022),
videos (Tong et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022) and graphs (Hou et al., 2022).

Despite its remarkable success, the effectiveness of MLM may be hindered by a discrepancy be-
tween pretraining and fine-tuning: The special [MASK] token occurs only in pretraining but not
in downstream tasks. While a few previous studies (Clark et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2019) have at-
tempted to address this issue, they end up proposing new training objectives instead of systematically
investigating why and how such a discrepancy impacts the generalization of MLM-pretrained models.

In this work, we study the consequence of including [MASK] tokens in MLM pretraining by
examining the learned token representation space. We empirically and theoretically show that
[MASK] token representations exclusively occupy some model dimensions, thereby reducing the
model capacity for representing real tokens. Such a representation deficiency issue may not be simply
addressed by fine-tuning on downstream tasks: Those dimensions exclusively used for [MASK]
tokens have not been pretrained to represent real tokens, and will have to be either trained from
scratch on downstream data, raising the risk of overfitting (Hendrycks et al., 2019; Kumar et al.,
2022), or become unused, resulting in a waste of model capacity.

∗Work done during internship at Meta AI.
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To address the representation deficiency issue, we propose a simple text encoder pretraining method,
MAE-LM, which conducts MLM pretraining based on the Masked Autoencoder architecture (He
et al., 2022). Notably, [MASK] tokens are omitted from the encoder’s input so that the real token
representations can utilize the entire model dimensions theoretically. An auxiliary decoder, used
only in pretraining and not in fine-tuning, takes the encoder’s output representations and [MASK]
positions to predict the original tokens. We demonstrate empirically that by excluding [MASK]
tokens from the encoder, MAE-LM improves the utilization of model dimensions both in pretraining
and downstream tasks and achieves consistent and notable improvements over previous models
pretrained by MLM and its variants on the GLUE and SQuAD benchmarks.1

Our main contributions are as follows: (1) We investigate the token representation space trained by
MLM, and identify a previously unknown representation deficiency issue when the pretrained model
is applied to real data without [MASK] tokens. (2) Based on empirical and theoretical analyses, we
explain why the representation deficiency issue occurs in the conventional MLM pretraining setup.
(3) We show that a simple pretraining method MAE-LM can address the identified issue and improve
the downstream task performance of previous MLM-pretrained models under multiple pretraining
and fine-tuning settings.

2 ANALYSIS OF TOKEN REPRESENTATIONS IN MLM

2.1 PRELIMINARIES

Transformer Encoder. Transformer encoders contain multiple Transformer layers, where each layer
consists of two submodules, multi-head self-attention (MHSA) and feed-forward network (FFN). The
self-attention mechanism uses queries Q and keys K to compute attention weights, and outputs a
weighted sum of the values V . MHSA performs self-attention in parallel over N heads as follows:

Attn(Q,K,V ) = Softmax
(
QK⊤
√
dh

)
V ,

MHSA(X) = Concat(head1, . . . , headN )WO, headh = Attn(XWQ
h ,XWK

h ,XW V
h ),

where X ∈ Rn×d is the input representations to MHSA, n is the number of tokens and d is the model
dimension. dh is the dimension of head h and is usually set to d/N . WQ

h ,WK
h ,W V

h ∈ Rd×dh and
WO ∈ Rd×d are learnable weight matrices. The outputs of MHSA are further passed to FFN which
learns nonlinear transformations to derive the final outputs of the Transformer layer.

Masked Language Modeling (MLM). Given a text sequence x = [x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xn], MLM
randomly replaces a set of token positions M with [MASK] symbols. The resulting partially masked
sequence x̂ = [x1, . . . ,[MASK]i, . . . , xn] is then fed to the Transformer encoder θ which outputs
the token representations H = [h1, . . . ,hi, . . . ,hn]. The encoder θ is trained to predict the original
token out of the vocabulary V at each masked position by minimizing the cross-entropy loss LMLM:

pθ(xi|x̂) =
exp(e⊤xi

hi)∑
x′∈V exp(e⊤x′hi)

, LMLM = E

(
−
∑
i∈M

log pθ
(
xi

∣∣x̂)) , (1)

where ex refers to the embedding of token x.

2.2 RANK-DEFICIENT REAL TOKEN REPRESENTATIONS

MLM pretraining introduces a special [MASK] token to replace the token positions to be predicted,
but such [MASK] tokens are usually absent from downstream task data. Therefore, to study the
PLM’s capacity for downstream data representation, we examine the real token representation space
trained with MLM. A common measure of the representation space capacity is the rank of the data
representation matrix (Ansuini et al., 2019; Bhojanapalli et al., 2020). In our case, this refers to the real
token representation matrix HR ∈ Rn×d (n ≫ d) where each row corresponds to the representation
of a real token. Ideally, one would hope HR to have high column rank (i.e., rank(HR) ≈ d) so that
more model dimensions are effective for modeling real tokens. However, as we will show next, a

1Code can be found at https://github.com/yumeng5/MAE-LM.
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portion of the model dimensions will be exclusively used for [MASK] token representations in MLM
pretraining, so that HR is necessarily rank-deficient (i.e., not all model dimensions are leveraged to
represent real tokens).
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Figure 1: In an MLM-pretrained model, (a) some model
dimensions are exclusively used for representing [MASK]
tokens, resulting in a representation deficiency for model-
ing inputs without [MASK], especially in deeper layers;
(b) the effective rank of [MASK] token representation
space increases throughout Transformer layers.

Empirical Evidence. We evaluate the
representation space of a pretrained 12-
layer RoBERTabase model (Liu et al.,
2019) on the validation set of the pre-
training corpus with 5 million tokens. We
first apply 15% random masks to these
input sequences (same as the pretraining
setting), and obtain the token representa-
tion matrix H l ∈ Rn×d (n ≈ 5 × 106

is the total number of tokens in the cor-
pus, d = 768 is the model dimension),
which contains both real token and mask
token representations, for each layer l in
the pretrained RoBERTa. We then feed
the same input sequences in their original
form (i.e., without [MASK]) to the pre-
trained RoBERTa model and obtain the
token representation matrix H̃ l ∈ Rn×d which consists of real token representations only. Compar-
ing the rank of H̃ l with H l gives insights about the change in representation capacity when adapting
a pretrained MLM model to inputs without [MASK].

Since numerical errors and small perturbations practically render any large matrix full-rank re-
gardless of its actual rank, we compute the effective rank (Cai et al., 2021) of a matrix H: We
only consider H’s most significant components that account for the majority of the variance re-
flected by singular values. Given a threshold value τ , we define the τ -effective rank of H as
rankτ (H) = argmink

(∑k
i=1 σ2

i∑d
i=1 σ2

i

≥ τ
)
, where σi is the ith largest singular value of H . For exam-

ple, rank0.9(H) = 10 means that 90% of H’s variance can be captured with 10 dimensions. We
follow the definition of effective rank in Cai et al. (2021) only to perform empirical computations of
the rank to showcase the issue, and we do not use it in our theoretical analysis below.

Figure 1(a) shows rank0.9(H l) (Input w. [MASK]) and rank0.9(H̃ l) (Input w/o. [MASK]). It
generally holds that rank0.9(H̃ l) < rank0.9(H l), and the gap is more prominent in deeper layers.
This demonstrates that some model dimensions are reserved for [MASK] token representations in
almost all encoder layers, and these dimensions are not active when the input sequences consist of
real tokens entirely. Such representation deficiencies for modeling real tokens become more severe in
deeper layers where [MASK] token representations occupy more dimensions, shown in Figure 1(b).

Theoretical Analysis. We theoretically validate the empirical observation above that MLM necessar-
ily allocates a subspace for [MASK] token representations which is not contained by the real token
representation subspace, so that the real token representations are rank-deficient.

Lemma 2.1 (Rank increase of [MASK] token representations in Transformer encoder). The rank of
[MASK] token representations will increase from the input layer to the output layer of an L-layer
Transformer encoder trained with MLM (i.e., rank(HL

M) ≫ rank(H0
M)).

Proof. We first show that HL
M will be high-rank in a well-trained MLM model and then show that

H0
M is necessarily low-rank, and thus the statement holds.

As shown in Equation (1), the output token probability distributions at masked positions are computed
from the encoder’s output representations HL

M ∈ Rm×d and token embeddings E ∈ R|V|×d. Denote
the true log probability distributions of the masked token prediction task as T ∈ Rm×|V|:

T =


log p (x1|x̂1) log p (x2|x̂1) · · · log p

(
x|V||x̂1

)
log p (x1|x̂2) log p (x2|x̂2) · · · log p

(
x|V||x̂2

)
...

...
. . .

...
log p (x1|x̂m) log p (x2|x̂m) · · · log p

(
x|V||x̂m

)
 ,
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then HL
M and E are trained to approximate T with a row shift (due to the softmax normaliza-

tion) (Yang et al., 2018):
HL

ME⊤ ≈ T + c1⊤, (2)

where c ∈ Rm contains the shifting constant added to each row, and 1 ∈ R|V| is a vector of all ones.

It is shown in Yang et al. (2018) that the true probability distribution T is high-rank (as high as
|V|) due to the complexity of natural language. Since rank(HL

ME⊤) ≤ min{rank(HL
M), rank(E)},

both HL
M and E need to be high-rank to achieve a good approximation of T + c1⊤.

Next, we show H0
M is low-rank. H0

M is the sum of token embeddings and position embeddings at
masked positions:

H0
M = 1e⊤[MASK] + P ,

where e[MASK] ∈ Rd is the [MASK] token embedding, and P ∈ Rm×d is the position embeddings.

Since we have rank(1e⊤[MASK] + P ) ≤ rank(1e⊤[MASK]) + rank(P ) = rank(P ) + 1, we only need
to show P is low-rank. Previous studies (He et al., 2021; Ke et al., 2021) have identified that
position embeddings P and token embeddings E encode disjoint information, and are learned in
separate subspaces of Rd. Therefore, rank(P ) ≤ d − rank(E). We also showed that E must be
high-rank to satisfy Equation (2), and thus P is necessarily low-rank. Finally, H0

M is also low-rank
as rank(H0

M) ≤ rank(P ) + 1.

Remark. Lemma 2.1 corresponds to the empirical observation in Figure 1(b), and can be intuitively
interpreted as a necessary consequence of the [MASK] token contextualization process in Trans-
formers: The [MASK] representations at the input layer are context-free, and they need to aggregate
contextual information from other tokens in the sequence for predicting the original word, resulting in
an increase in the information content of [MASK] token representations. We also note that the rank
increase statement does not necessarily apply to real token representations. This is because MLM
does not directly train the real token representations (e.g., the training objective in Equation (2) does
not apply to real token positions2).

Based on Lemma 2.1, we proceed to prove that H l
M occupies a different subspace that is not

contained by the subspace of H l
R, resulting in deficient representations for real tokens. In the

following, we analyze the rank change induced by the self-attention mechanism since it is the source
of contextualization of [MASK] tokens, and the effectiveness of text encoders is typically attributed
to the contextualized representations (Ethayarajh, 2019). While we do not account for MLPs and
residual connections, our analysis validates that the rank deficiency is caused by the self-attention
mechanism, and in practice, MLPs and residual connections do not prevent the issue from happening.

Theorem 2.2 (Rank deficiency of real token representations). There exists some layer l in the
Transformer encoder where the real token representation H l

R is rank-deficient. In particular, the row
space of H l

R does not contain the row space of [MASK] token representation H l
M.

Proof. We provide a proof sketch below. Detailed proofs can be found in Appendix A. We prove the
statement by contradiction: Suppose that the row space of H l

R ∈ Rn×d contains the row space of
H l

M ∈ Rm×d, then we can represent H l
M with H l

R via a linear combination weight matrix U :

H l
M = UH l

R, U ∈ Rm×n. (3)

We show that under this assumption, H l
M will converge exponentially (with l) to a rank-1 matrix,

which contradicts with Lemma 2.1. To examine the matrix rank, we follow the definition of matrix
residual Rl (Dong et al., 2021) which measures the difference between H l

R and a rank-1 matrix:

Rl = H l
R − 1h⊤, h = argmin

x

∥∥H l
R − 1x⊤∥∥ .

2Some MLM training settings adopt a trick that keeps 10% of [MASK] as original tokens and randomly
replaces another 10% of [MASK] with other tokens. Even with this trick, the training signals on real token
representations are scarce. Furthermore, later studies (Wettig et al., 2023) report that this trick is not necessary—
training exclusively on [MASK] positions performs well.

4
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Based on the self-attention formula and the assumption in Equation (3), we can derive a bound for
the norm of Rl as a function of Rl−1:∥∥Rl

∥∥
1,∞ ≤ 4ϵ

∥∥Rl−1
∥∥3
1,∞ , ϵ =

∥∥∥∥∥WQWK⊤

√
d

∥∥∥∥∥
1

∥∥W V WO
∥∥
1,∞ ∥U∥∞ (1 + ∥U∥∞) .

where ∥·∥1,∞ denotes the geometric mean of ℓ1 and ℓ∞ norm. This shows that
∥∥Rl

∥∥
1,∞ converges

exponentially with l to zero, and thus H l
R converges exponentially with l to a rank-1 matrix. We

also have rank(H l
M) ≤ rank(H l

R) as the row space of H l
M is contained by the row space of H l

R.
Hence, H l

M will also converge exponentially to a rank-1 matrix, which contradicts with Lemma 2.1.
Therefore, the statement holds.

Remark. Theorem 2.2 demonstrates that at least some [MASK] token representations and real token
representations need to be linearly independent so that the rank of H l

M may increase through encoder
layers. As a result, the real token representation H l

R cannot utilize the entire model dimensions and
is prone to rank deficiency.

3 MAE-LM: MASKED AUTOENCODERS FOR MLM

Bidirectional Encoder
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Bidirectional (Shallow) Decoder

<latexit sha1_base64="f8Dm+tW5KTiA45VsOwKzTtevf+E=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL3T+qj1NSqu3ASL4KrMiKjLghuXFewD2jJkMpk2NJMZkkyhDP0TNy4UcesX+AsuBFd+imbaLrT1QMjhnHvJyfETzpR2nE+rUFxZXVsvbZQ3t7Z3du29/aaKU0log8Q8lm0fK8qZoA3NNKftRFIc+Zy2/OF17rdGVCoWizs9Tmgvwn3BQkawNpJn210/5oEaR+bKBhPP9eyKU3WmQMvEnZNKrfjx/Xb4Reue/d4NYpJGVGjCsVId10l0L8NSM8LppNxNFU0wGeI+7RgqcERVL5smn6ATowQojKU5QqOp+nsjw5HKw5nJCOuBWvRy8T+vk+rwqpcxkaSaCjJ7KEw50jHKa0ABk5RoPjYEE8lMVkQGWGKiTVllU4K7+OVl0jyruhfV81vThgMzlOAIjuEUXLiEGtxAHRpAYAT38AhPVmY9WM/Wy2y0YM13DuAPrNcfg+KX8w==</latexit>

h1

<latexit sha1_base64="f8Dm+tW5KTiA45VsOwKzTtevf+E=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL3T+qj1NSqu3ASL4KrMiKjLghuXFewD2jJkMpk2NJMZkkyhDP0TNy4UcesX+AsuBFd+imbaLrT1QMjhnHvJyfETzpR2nE+rUFxZXVsvbZQ3t7Z3du29/aaKU0log8Q8lm0fK8qZoA3NNKftRFIc+Zy2/OF17rdGVCoWizs9Tmgvwn3BQkawNpJn210/5oEaR+bKBhPP9eyKU3WmQMvEnZNKrfjx/Xb4Reue/d4NYpJGVGjCsVId10l0L8NSM8LppNxNFU0wGeI+7RgqcERVL5smn6ATowQojKU5QqOp+nsjw5HKw5nJCOuBWvRy8T+vk+rwqpcxkaSaCjJ7KEw50jHKa0ABk5RoPjYEE8lMVkQGWGKiTVllU4K7+OVl0jyruhfV81vThgMzlOAIjuEUXLiEGtxAHRpAYAT38AhPVmY9WM/Wy2y0YM13DuAPrNcfg+KX8w==</latexit>

h1

<latexit sha1_base64="TDq0sIh12dEfQ3QQ57WMuYm63BQ=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1jfdT6GhVXbgaL4KrMFFGXBTcuK9gHtGXIZDJtaCYZkkyhDP0TNy4UcesX+AsuBFd+imbaLrT1QMjhnHvJyQkSRpV23U9rpbC6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7tn7B00lUolJAwsmZDtAijDKSUNTzUg7kQTFASOtYHid+60RkYoKfqfHCenFqM9pRDHSRvJtuxsIFqpxbK5sMPGrvl12K+4UzjLx5qRcK3x8vx19kbpvv3dDgdOYcI0ZUqrjuYnuZUhqihmZlLqpIgnCQ9QnHUM5ionqZdPkE+fUKKETCWkO185U/b2RoVjl4cxkjPRALXq5+J/XSXV01csoT1JNOJ49FKXM0cLJa3BCKgnWbGwIwpKarA4eIImwNmWVTAne4peXSbNa8S4q57emDRdmKMIxnMAZeHAJNbiBOjQAwwju4RGerMx6sJ6tl9noijXfOYQ/sF5/AIVml/Q=</latexit>

h2

<latexit sha1_base64="TDq0sIh12dEfQ3QQ57WMuYm63BQ=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1jfdT6GhVXbgaL4KrMFFGXBTcuK9gHtGXIZDJtaCYZkkyhDP0TNy4UcesX+AsuBFd+imbaLrT1QMjhnHvJyQkSRpV23U9rpbC6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7tn7B00lUolJAwsmZDtAijDKSUNTzUg7kQTFASOtYHid+60RkYoKfqfHCenFqM9pRDHSRvJtuxsIFqpxbK5sMPGrvl12K+4UzjLx5qRcK3x8vx19kbpvv3dDgdOYcI0ZUqrjuYnuZUhqihmZlLqpIgnCQ9QnHUM5ionqZdPkE+fUKKETCWkO185U/b2RoVjl4cxkjPRALXq5+J/XSXV01csoT1JNOJ49FKXM0cLJa3BCKgnWbGwIwpKarA4eIImwNmWVTAne4peXSbNa8S4q57emDRdmKMIxnMAZeHAJNbiBOjQAwwju4RGerMx6sJ6tl9noijXfOYQ/sF5/AIVml/Q=</latexit>

h2

<latexit sha1_base64="QgC+PIvO3Zz2hq7IdP+bU1Ced+U=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFM1YH7W+RsWVm2ARXJUZKeqy4MZlBfuAtgyZzJ02NJMZkkyhDP0TNy4UcesX+AsuBFd+imbaLrT1QMjhnHvJyfETzpR2nE9rpbC6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7tn7B00Vp5JCg8Y8lm2fKOBMQEMzzaGdSCCRz6HlD69zvzUCqVgs7vQ4gV5E+oKFjBJtJM+2u37MAzWOzJUNJl7Vs8tOxZkCLxN3Tsq1wsf329EX1D37vRvENI1AaMqJUh3XSXQvI1IzymFS6qYKEkKHpA8dQwWJQPWyafIJPjVKgMNYmiM0nqq/NzISqTycmYyIHqhFLxf/8zqpDq96GRNJqkHQ2UNhyrGOcV4DDpgEqvnYEEIlM1kxHRBJqDZllUwJ7uKXl0nzvOJeVKq3pg0HzVBEx+gEnSEXXaIaukF11EAUjdA9ekRPVmY9WM/Wy2x0xZrvHKI/sF5/AIhul/Y=</latexit>

h4

<latexit sha1_base64="QgC+PIvO3Zz2hq7IdP+bU1Ced+U=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFM1YH7W+RsWVm2ARXJUZKeqy4MZlBfuAtgyZzJ02NJMZkkyhDP0TNy4UcesX+AsuBFd+imbaLrT1QMjhnHvJyfETzpR2nE9rpbC6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7tn7B00Vp5JCg8Y8lm2fKOBMQEMzzaGdSCCRz6HlD69zvzUCqVgs7vQ4gV5E+oKFjBJtJM+2u37MAzWOzJUNJl7Vs8tOxZkCLxN3Tsq1wsf329EX1D37vRvENI1AaMqJUh3XSXQvI1IzymFS6qYKEkKHpA8dQwWJQPWyafIJPjVKgMNYmiM0nqq/NzISqTycmYyIHqhFLxf/8zqpDq96GRNJqkHQ2UNhyrGOcV4DDpgEqvnYEEIlM1kxHRBJqDZllUwJ7uKXl0nzvOJeVKq3pg0HzVBEx+gEnSEXXaIaukF11EAUjdA9ekRPVmY9WM/Wy2x0xZrvHKI/sF5/AIhul/Y=</latexit>

h4
<latexit sha1_base64="tZ/ujCpHJXjZC/Y/E4sHQ9IwdbI=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GaPRREstBoNgFXZF1DJiI4gQ0SRCsoTZyU0cnH0wc1cMy7Za+Bm2NhaKWOof2PkHfoaTR6HGA8MczrmXe+/xIik02vanNTE5NT0zm5nLzi/kFpfyheWaDmPFocpDGapzj2mQIoAqCpRwHilgvieh7l0e9P36FSgtwuAMexG4PusGoiM4QyO18rTphbKte775EkhbSRPhGhGTxvH+6ZGbpq180S7ZA9Bx4oxIsbyWu38r3H5VWvmPZjvksQ8Bcsm0bjh2hG7CFAouIc02Yw0R45esCw1DA+aDdpPBJSndMEqbdkJlXoB0oP7sSJiv+8uaSp/hhf7r9cX/vEaMnT03EUEUIwR8OKgTS4oh7cdC20IBR9kzhHElzK6UXzDFOJrwsiYE5+/J46S2VXJ2StsnJg2bDJEhq2SdbBKH7JIyOSQVUiWc3JAH8kSerTvr0XqxXoelE9aoZ4X8gvX+DVhanlg=</latexit>e[MASK]
<latexit sha1_base64="tZ/ujCpHJXjZC/Y/E4sHQ9IwdbI=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GaPRREstBoNgFXZF1DJiI4gQ0SRCsoTZyU0cnH0wc1cMy7Za+Bm2NhaKWOof2PkHfoaTR6HGA8MczrmXe+/xIik02vanNTE5NT0zm5nLzi/kFpfyheWaDmPFocpDGapzj2mQIoAqCpRwHilgvieh7l0e9P36FSgtwuAMexG4PusGoiM4QyO18rTphbKte775EkhbSRPhGhGTxvH+6ZGbpq180S7ZA9Bx4oxIsbyWu38r3H5VWvmPZjvksQ8Bcsm0bjh2hG7CFAouIc02Yw0R45esCw1DA+aDdpPBJSndMEqbdkJlXoB0oP7sSJiv+8uaSp/hhf7r9cX/vEaMnT03EUEUIwR8OKgTS4oh7cdC20IBR9kzhHElzK6UXzDFOJrwsiYE5+/J46S2VXJ2StsnJg2bDJEhq2SdbBKH7JIyOSQVUiWc3JAH8kSerTvr0XqxXoelE9aoZ4X8gvX+DVhanlg=</latexit>e[MASK]

Original Sequence: xxxxxxxxxxxxx<latexit sha1_base64="XLHTKdcwd4k65InhLHQXIlj7jRo=">AAACAnicbVC7SgNBFJ1NfMT4WhULsRkMglXYjfFRBmwsI5gHJGGZncwmQ2YfzNyVhCXY+Cs2ForY2vgLFoKVn6KTR6GJBw4czrmXmXvcSHAFlvVppNILi0vLmZXs6tr6xqa5tV1VYSwpq9BQhLLuEsUED1gFOAhWjyQjvitYze1djPLaDZOKh8E1DCLW8kkn4B6nBLTlmHt9x8Z9p6B5rFnUPMHNdgjKMXNW3hoDzwt7KnKl9Mf32+4XKzvmu96jsc8CoIIo1bCtCFoJkcCpYMNsM1YsIrRHOqyhZUB8plrJ+IQhPtROG3uh1AwAj93fGwnxlRr4rp70CXTVbDYy/8saMXjnrYQHUQwsoJOHvFhgCPGoD9zmklEQAy0IlVz/FdMukYSCbi2rS7BnT54X1ULePs0Xr3QbFpogg/bRATpCNjpDJXSJyqiCKLpF9+gRPRl3xoPxbLxMRlPGdGcH/YHx+gMZCZmy</latexit>x1x2x3x4x5 . . .

Masked Sequence: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
<latexit sha1_base64="GAzlMZHxluxKkqMP582hz96V5dg=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiuSlKKuqy4EUSoaB+QhjCZTtqhkwczN9IS+h1u/BU3LhRxJ278G6dtFtp6YOBwzj3cucdPBFdgWd/G0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s2vu7TdVnErKGjQWsWz7RDHBI9YADoK1E8lI6AvW8geXE7/1wKTicXQPo4S5IelFPOCUgJY80x56Nh56FdwBNgSAzLm5uLt2x1qrLmidbgzKM0tW2ZoCLxI7JyWUo+6ZnzpH05BFQAVRyrGtBNyMSOBUsHGxkyqWEDogPeZoGpGQKTebnjbGx1rp4iCW+kWAp+rvREZCpUahrydDAn01703E/zwnheDczXiUpMAiOlsUpAJDjCc94S6XjIIYaUKo5PqvmPaJJBR0m0Vdgj1/8iJpVsr2abl6Wy3VrLyOAjpER+gE2egM1dAVqqMGougRPaNX9GY8GS/Gu/ExG10y8swB+gPj6wftLKAo</latexit>

x1x2[MASK]x4[MASK] . . .

<latexit sha1_base64="xMnwZKGVDfBl40lMGfM/9Fc30Yc=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOxNfMT4ioonL4tB8BR2VdRjwIvHiOYByRJmJ73JkNnZZWZWDEs+wYsHRbz6I/6CB8GTn6KTx0ETCxqKqm66u/yYM6Ud59PKZBcWl5ZzK/nVtfWNzcLWdk1FiaRYpRGPZMMnCjkTWNVMc2zEEknoc6z7/YuRX79FqVgkbvQgRi8kXcECRok20vVd+7hdKDolZwx7nrhTUixnP77fdr+w0i68tzoRTUIUmnKiVNN1Yu2lRGpGOQ7zrURhTGifdLFpqCAhKi8dnzq0D4zSsYNImhLaHqu/J1ISKjUIfdMZEt1Ts95I/M9rJjo491Im4kSjoJNFQcJtHdmjv+0Ok0g1HxhCqGTmVpv2iCRUm3TyJgR39uV5UjsquaelkyuThgMT5GAP9uEQXDiDMlxCBapAoQv38AhPFrcerGfrZdKasaYzO/AH1usPrymRxw==</latexit>x3
<latexit sha1_base64="xMnwZKGVDfBl40lMGfM/9Fc30Yc=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOxNfMT4ioonL4tB8BR2VdRjwIvHiOYByRJmJ73JkNnZZWZWDEs+wYsHRbz6I/6CB8GTn6KTx0ETCxqKqm66u/yYM6Ud59PKZBcWl5ZzK/nVtfWNzcLWdk1FiaRYpRGPZMMnCjkTWNVMc2zEEknoc6z7/YuRX79FqVgkbvQgRi8kXcECRok20vVd+7hdKDolZwx7nrhTUixnP77fdr+w0i68tzoRTUIUmnKiVNN1Yu2lRGpGOQ7zrURhTGifdLFpqCAhKi8dnzq0D4zSsYNImhLaHqu/J1ISKjUIfdMZEt1Ts95I/M9rJjo491Im4kSjoJNFQcJtHdmjv+0Ok0g1HxhCqGTmVpv2iCRUm3TyJgR39uV5UjsquaelkyuThgMT5GAP9uEQXDiDMlxCBapAoQv38AhPFrcerGfrZdKasaYzO/AH1usPrymRxw==</latexit>x3

<latexit sha1_base64="xq5vnz6C72pGvHrMrxehoPY8fU4=">AAAB6nicbVDJSgNBEK1JXGLcouLJy2AQPIUZcTsGvHiMaBZIhtDTqUma9PQM3T1iGPIJXjwo4tUf8Rc8CJ78FO0sB018UPB4r4qqen7MmdKO82llsguLS8u5lfzq2vrGZmFru6aiRFKs0ohHsuEThZwJrGqmOTZiiST0Odb9/sXIr9+iVCwSN3oQoxeSrmABo0Qb6fqufdIuFJ2SM4Y9T9wpKZazH99vu19YaRfeW52IJiEKTTlRquk6sfZSIjWjHIf5VqIwJrRPutg0VJAQlZeOTx3aB0bp2EEkTQltj9XfEykJlRqEvukMie6pWW8k/uc1Ex2ceykTcaJR0MmiIOG2juzR33aHSaSaDwwhVDJzq017RBKqTTp5E4I7+/I8qR2V3NPS8ZVJw4EJcrAH+3AILpxBGS6hAlWg0IV7eIQni1sP1rP1MmnNWNOZHfgD6/UHsjGRyQ==</latexit>x5
<latexit sha1_base64="xq5vnz6C72pGvHrMrxehoPY8fU4=">AAAB6nicbVDJSgNBEK1JXGLcouLJy2AQPIUZcTsGvHiMaBZIhtDTqUma9PQM3T1iGPIJXjwo4tUf8Rc8CJ78FO0sB018UPB4r4qqen7MmdKO82llsguLS8u5lfzq2vrGZmFru6aiRFKs0ohHsuEThZwJrGqmOTZiiST0Odb9/sXIr9+iVCwSN3oQoxeSrmABo0Qb6fqufdIuFJ2SM4Y9T9wpKZazH99vu19YaRfeW52IJiEKTTlRquk6sfZSIjWjHIf5VqIwJrRPutg0VJAQlZeOTx3aB0bp2EEkTQltj9XfEykJlRqEvukMie6pWW8k/uc1Ex2ceykTcaJR0MmiIOG2juzR33aHSaSaDwwhVDJzq017RBKqTTp5E4I7+/I8qR2V3NPS8ZVJw4EJcrAH+3AILpxBGS6hAlWg0IV7eIQni1sP1rP1MmnNWNOZHfgD6/UHsjGRyQ==</latexit>x5

<latexit sha1_base64="JXzBjyZgmsI8ags2tosNzBng8sY=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRS1GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2sxt2J0Ip/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemApu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpyppUCaU7ITFMcMmayFGwTqoZSULB2uHodua3n5g2XMkHHKcsSMhA8phTglZq9Wik0PTLFa/qzeGuEj8nFcjR6Je/epGiWcIkUkGM6fpeisGEaORUsGmplxmWEjoiA9a1VJKEmWAyv3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviQlJjBknoe1MCA7NsjcT//O6GcbXwYTLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTF2BJCNbe3unRINKFoAyrZEPzll1dJ66LqX1Zr97VK/SaPowgncArn4MMV1OEOGtAECo/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ALFFjzg=</latexit>· · ·

<latexit sha1_base64="JXzBjyZgmsI8ags2tosNzBng8sY=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRS1GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2sxt2J0Ip/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemApu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpyppUCaU7ITFMcMmayFGwTqoZSULB2uHodua3n5g2XMkHHKcsSMhA8phTglZq9Wik0PTLFa/qzeGuEj8nFcjR6Je/epGiWcIkUkGM6fpeisGEaORUsGmplxmWEjoiA9a1VJKEmWAyv3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviQlJjBknoe1MCA7NsjcT//O6GcbXwYTLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTF2BJCNbe3unRINKFoAyrZEPzll1dJ66LqX1Zr97VK/SaPowgncArn4MMV1OEOGtAECo/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ALFFjzg=</latexit>· · ·

<latexit sha1_base64="JXzBjyZgmsI8ags2tosNzBng8sY=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRS1GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2sxt2J0Ip/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemApu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpyppUCaU7ITFMcMmayFGwTqoZSULB2uHodua3n5g2XMkHHKcsSMhA8phTglZq9Wik0PTLFa/qzeGuEj8nFcjR6Je/epGiWcIkUkGM6fpeisGEaORUsGmplxmWEjoiA9a1VJKEmWAyv3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviQlJjBknoe1MCA7NsjcT//O6GcbXwYTLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTF2BJCNbe3unRINKFoAyrZEPzll1dJ66LqX1Zr97VK/SaPowgncArn4MMV1OEOGtAECo/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ALFFjzg=</latexit>· · ·
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Figure 2: Overview of MAE-LM. Masked positions are omit-
ted from encoder inputs so that the encoder purely models
real tokens. A shallow decoder takes the encoder’s output
representations and masked positions to predict the original
tokens. After pretraining, only the encoder (but not the de-
coder) is fine-tuned for downstream tasks.

To address the representation defi-
ciency issue in MLM, we propose a
simple framework MAE-LM, which
pretrains bidirectional Transformer
encoders using the MLM objective,
but based on the Masked Autoen-
coder (He et al., 2022; Liao et al.,
2022) structure. An overview of
MAE-LM is shown in Figure 2. While
previous applications of the archi-
tecture are mainly motivated by the
efficiency benefit of reduced input
sequence lengths, its effects on the
learned tokens representations have
not been thoroughly studied.

Excluding [MASK] from the En-
coder. An important design in MAE-
LM is that [MASK] tokens are ex-
cluded from the encoder inputs so that
no model dimensions will be used to
represent [MASK] tokens. Hence, the
representations of real tokens HR can
theoretically utilize the entire space
Rd, which addresses the representa-
tion bottleneck in conventional MLM pretraining. Specifically, given a masked sequence x̂ =
[x1, . . . ,[MASK]i, . . . , xn] and let M denote the set of masked positions, the encoder’s input se-
quence H0 consists of the sum of token embeddings exi

and position embeddings pi at real token
positions i /∈ M:

H0 =
{
h0
i

}
i/∈M , h0

i = exi
+ pi.

Decoder Configuration. In order to predict the original tokens at masked positions, the encoder’s
output token representations HL are further passed to an auxiliary bidirectional decoder. While
standard Transformer decoders perform unidirectional self-attention (and cross-attention to encoder
outputs) for autoregressive decoding, our decoder performs bidirectional self-attention (same as the
encoder). It is called a decoder as it takes encoded representations as input and outputs tokens. The
decoder’s input sequence Ĥ0 needs to include the [MASK] token embedding e[MASK] and position
embeddings pi so that the decoder is aware of the positions to be predicted:

Ĥ0 =
{
ĥ0
i

}
1≤i≤n

, ĥ0
i =

{
e[MASK] + pi i ∈ M
hL
i + pi i /∈ M .
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Table 1: Standard single-task, single-model fine-tuning results (medians over five random seeds)
evaluated on GLUE and SQuAD 2.0 development sets. Results not available in prior research are
marked with “–”. We use Spearman correlation for STS, Matthews correlation for CoLA, and
accuracy for the other tasks on GLUE. The “AVG” column contains the averaged results across the
eight GLUE tasks. All baseline results are taken from public reports unless marked with (Ours).

Model GLUE (Single-Task) SQuAD 2.0

MNLI-(m/mm) QQP QNLI SST-2 CoLA RTE MRPC STS-B AVG EM F1

base setting: Pretrained on Wikipedia & Book Corpus (16GB)

BERT 84.5/- 91.3 91.7 93.2 58.9 68.6 87.3 89.5 83.1 73.7 76.3
ALBERT 81.6/- – – 90.3 – – – – – 77.1 80.0
UniLMv2 86.1/86.1 – – 93.2 – – – – – 80.9 83.6
TUPE 86.2/86.2 91.3 92.2 93.3 63.6 73.6 89.9 89.2 84.9 – –
RoBERTa 84.7/- – – 92.7 – – – – – – 79.7
RoBERTa (Ours) 85.9/85.8 91.6 92.3 93.7 64.3 75.5 88.7 89.5 85.2 78.3 81.5
MAE-LM 87.2/87.1 91.6 92.9 93.8 63.1 79.1 90.2 90.9 86.1 81.1 84.1

base++ setting: Pretrained on larger pretraining corpora (160GB)

ALBERT 82.4/- – – 92.8 – – – – – 76.3 79.1
RoBERTa 87.6/- 91.9 92.8 94.8 63.6 78.7 90.2 91.2 86.4 80.5 83.7
UniLMv2 88.5/- 91.7 93.5 95.1 65.2 81.3 91.8 91.0 87.1 83.3 86.1
MAE-LM 89.1/89.1 91.7 93.8 95.1 65.9 85.2 90.2 91.6 87.8 83.5 86.5

The decoder’s output representations will be trained with the MLM objective shown in Equation (1).
Since the decoder includes [MASK] tokens, it is subject to the representation deficiency for modeling
real tokens as analyzed in Section 2. Therefore, the decoder is not used in fine-tuning on downstream
tasks. The decoder is made to be shallow (the decoder depth is 1/6 − 1/3 of the encoder in our
experiments) not only for pretraining efficiency, but also to push the encoder to learn robust token
representations—if the decoder is too strong, it alone may learn the MLM task well without requiring
good encoder representations HL.

Despite using an additional decoder in pretraining, MAE-LM’s pretraining time cost is roughly equal
to that of conventional MLM pretraining (e.g., RoBERTa). This is because the exclusion of [MASK]
tokens from the encoder practically reduces its input sequence length (e.g., 15% random masks
shorten the encoder’s input length by 15%), bringing down the encoder’s computation cost.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 PRETRAINING AND EVALUATION SETUP

Pretraining Settings. We evaluate MAE-LM mainly under the base model scale for two pretraining
settings: base and base++. Both settings pretrain 12-layer Transformers with 768 model dimensions.
The base setting uses 16GB training corpus following BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) while the base++
setting uses 160GB training corpus following RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). The details can be found
in Appendix D. Additional results of larger model scales are presented in Appendix E. All settings
use the MLM objective for pretraining without any sequence-level tasks.

Downstream Tasks and Fine-Tuning. We evaluate the pretrained models on the GLUE (Wang
et al., 2018) and SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) benchmarks. The details about GLUE tasks
can be found in Appendix B. We adopt standard fine-tuning as in BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). The hyperparameter search space for fine-tuning can be found in
Appendix D. All reported fine-tuning results are the medians of five random seeds on GLUE and
SQuAD, following previous studies (Liu et al., 2019). Additional few-shot and zero-shot evaluation
results are presented in Appendix E.

Baselines. We compare with various baselines pretrained by MLM (and variants of MLM) under
each setting, including BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), ALBERT (Lan et al., 2020), UniLMv2 (Bao
et al., 2020), TUPE (Ke et al., 2021), and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). The baseline results, unless
marked by “(Ours)”, are taken from the original papers. To eliminate the performance difference due
to implementation details and computation environment, we also pretrain and fine-tune RoBERTa
(the most important baseline) under exactly the same base pretraining setting with MAE-LM, which
is denoted with “RoBERTa (Ours)”.
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Figure 3: MNLI dev set accuracy by fine-tuning
intermediate MAE-LMbase checkpoints at differ-
ent time steps. We also mark the pretraining time
and final performance of RoBERTa (Ours).
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Figure 4: GLUE average scores and SQuAD EM
scores when different fractions of [MASK] tokens
are included in the input sequences to the encoder
of MAE-LMbase.

4.2 OVERALL RESULTS

Table 1 shows the results under the two base model pretraining settings on the GLUE and SQuAD 2.0
benchmarks. Overall, MAE-LM outperforms previous models pretrained by MLM and its variants.
Notably, the gains of MAE-LM over RoBERTa (the standard MLM pretrained model) are quite
consistent across tasks and pretraining settings.

Pretraining Efficiency. In Figure 3, we illustrate MAE-LMbase’s fine-tuning performance when
pretrained for different amounts of time. MAE-LM takes slightly more time than RoBERTa when
trained on the same amount of data, but to reach RoBERTa’s MNLI accuracy, MAE-LM only needs
about 40% of its pretraining time.

4.3 ABLATION STUDIES

Table 2 shows several groups of ablations to study the important components in MAE-LM.

Naive Baselines. To validate that the effectiveness of MAE-LM is not from simply using the
additional decoder in pretraining, we first compare two naive baselines: (1) the standard MLM (enc.
w. [MASK]) and (2) adding the same decoder used in MAE-LM but still pretrains the encoder with
[MASK] tokens included in inputs (enc. w. [MASK] + dec.). The two baselines perform similarly,
confirming that naively using the decoder does not benefit downstream tasks.

Table 2: Ablations evaluated with GLUE average scores.
The setting of MAE-LMbase is: enc. w/o. [MASK]; aligned
position encoding w. relative position encoding; bi. self-
attention; 4 layer, 768 dimension.

Group Setting GLUE

Original MAE-LMbase 86.1

Naive enc. w. [MASK] (i.e., MLM) 85.2
enc. w. [MASK] + dec. 85.1

Handling enc. w. [MASK], dec. resets [MASK] 85.9
[MASK] random replace w. real token 85.1

Position misaligned position encoding 86.0
Encoding no relative position encoding 86.1

Decoder bi. self-attention + cross-attention 85.4
Attention uni. self-attention + cross-attention 85.5

cross-attention 86.0

Decoder 2 layer, 768 dimension 85.8
Size 6 layer, 768 dimension 84.8

4 layer, 512 dimension 85.8
4 layer, 1024 dimension 85.5

Handling [MASK]. We compare
with other ways of handling [MASK]
tokens in the encoder: (1) including
[MASK] in encoder’s inputs but reset-
ting [MASK] token positions to the
[MASK] token embedding e[MASK] in
decoder’s inputs (enc. w. [MASK],
dec. resets [MASK]) and (2) ran-
domly replacing [MASK] tokens in
encoder’s inputs with other real to-
kens from the vocabulary (random
replace w. real token). The first
variation improves the performance
over vanilla MLM, showing that when
[MASK] is present in the encoder,
resetting the [MASK] token embed-
dings in the decoder helps. This vali-
dates our analysis in Theorem 2.2 that
the rank increase of [MASK] token
representations is the main cause of
representation deficiency, and prevent-
ing [MASK] token representations
in the encoder from being explicitly
trained is one way to mitigate the is-
sue, though it is slightly worse than completely excluding [MASK] from the encoder. The second
variation demonstrates that replacing [MASK] tokens with random real tokens, though avoiding the
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representation deficiency problem, worsens the context quality in pretraining. On balance, it does not
yield better results than MLM.

Position Encoding. MAE-LM aligns the position encoding based on each token’s position in the
original sequence, and the position indices of masked positions are skipped. MAE-LM also uses
relative position encoding (Raffel et al., 2019). We create two ablations: (1) apply consecutive
position encoding that does not reflect the masked positions (misaligned position encoding); and (2)
remove the relative position encoding from MAE-LM (no relative position encoding). Overall, the
variations in position encoding do not result in notable performance differences.

Decoder Attention. MAE-LM uses bidirectional self-attention in the decoder. We compare with
other decoder attention configurations: (1) additionally use cross-attention to encoder’s output
representations (bi. self-attention + cross-attention); (2) use unidirectional self-attention and cross-
attention for autoregressive decoding of the entire sequence, similar to BART (Lewis et al., 2020a)
(uni. self-attention + cross-attention); and (3) only use cross-attention (cross-attention). Bidirectional
self-attention only in the decoder is simple and performs the best.

Decoder Size. MAE-LM uses a 4-layer decoder with the same dimensionality (768) as the encoder.
We experiment with other decoder sizes (when the decoder’s dimension is different from the encoder,
we add a linear projection between the encoder’s output and the decoder’s input): (1) 2-layer, 768
dimension; (2) 6-layer, 768 dimension; (3) 4-layer, 512 dimension; and (4) 4-layer, 1024 dimension.
Overall, using a relatively small decoder yields good results.

Gradual Transition from MAE-LM to Standard MLM. To further examine the empirical benefits
of excluding [MASK] tokens from MAE-LM’s encoder, we create a set of “stepping stones” between
MAE-LM and standard MLM as follows: Out of all [MASK] tokens in the sequence x̂, we include a
fraction (δ) of them in the encoder’s input sequence. The rest (1− δ) of [MASK] tokens are excluded
from the encoder’s input and added to the decoder’s input. Then δ = 0 represents MAE-LM, and
δ = 1 refers to the standard MLM3. Figure 4 illustrates the fine-tuning performance changes on
GLUE and SQuAD as we transition from MAE-LM to standard MLM. There is a clear trend that
including a higher portion of [MASK] tokens in the encoder degrades its performance.

4.4 MAE-LM IMPROVES MODEL DIMENSION UTILIZATION
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Figure 5: (a) MAE-LM effectively closes the rank gap
in vanilla MLM with inputs containing or not containing
[MASK]. (b) During fine-tuning, the advantage in effec-
tive rank of MAE-LM over vanilla MLM still holds.

To further validate the effectiveness of
MAE-LM in improving the utilization
of model dimensions for representing
real tokens, we compute the 0.9-effective
rank of the encoder’s token representa-
tions rank0.9(HL) both after pretraining
(evaluated on the validation set of the
pretraining corpus) and after further fine-
tuning on MNLI. Figure 5(a) shows the
effective rank throughout encoder lay-
ers for (1) RoBERTa when the inputs
contain [MASK] (MLM w. [MASK]);
(2) RoBERTa when the inputs are all
real tokens (MLM w/o. [MASK]); and
(3) MAE-LM. MAE-LM closes the gap
caused by [MASK] tokens in vanilla MLM pretraining. Figure 5(b) further validates that MAE-LM
maintains its advantage in the effective rank of real token representations during fine-tuning on MNLI.
This highlights the importance of addressing the representation deficiency issue in pretraining: The
model dimensions not pretrained to represent real tokens may not be easily leveraged in fine-tuning.

5 RELATED WORK

Language Model Pretraining. Various pretraining methods have been proposed for different
purposes: Standard autoregressive language modeling (Brown et al., 2020; Radford et al., 2018;

3Although standard MLM (i.e., RoBERTa) does not have the decoder, its fine-tuning results are almost the
same as δ = 1 (with the decoder) as shown in Table 2.
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2019) is commonly used to pretrain generative models that excel in text generation; MLM (Devlin
et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019) is prominently used to pretrain bidirectional text encoders to achieve
superior performance for language understanding; Other language modeling objectives (Lewis et al.,
2020a; Raffel et al., 2019) are designed to build sequence-to-sequence models that serve as both
text generators and text encoders. As one of the most prominent pretraining approaches, MLM has
stimulated many follow-up developments for pretraining bidirectional encoders (Bao et al., 2020;
Clark et al., 2020; Gong et al., 2023; He et al., 2021; Joshi et al., 2019; Lan et al., 2020; Liao et al.,
2022; Meng et al., 2021; 2022; Sanh et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019). Remarkably, the idea of MLM is
highly generalizable to different domains (Bao et al., 2022; Dosovitskiy et al., 2021; Hou et al., 2022;
Tong et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022; Xie et al., 2022) and leads to developments of unified pretraining
frameworks for different modalities (Baevski et al., 2023; 2022). Given the broad impact of MLM,
our analyses of representation deficiency in MLM may provide insights for future developments of
pretraining algorithms in various fields.

Study of Pretrained Models’ Representations. The powerful language representations learned by
pretrained models have driven a series of studies to understand how linguistic knowledge is acquired
through pretraining. Previous work studying the token representations in pretrained encoders has
found that deeper layers generate more contextualized token representations (Ethayarajh, 2019),
and these representations encode syntax structures (Goldberg, 2019; Hewitt & Manning, 2019) and
fine-grained word senses (Coenen et al., 2019), offering supporting evidence for the effectiveness of
pretrained models in downstream tasks. The success of learning such linguistic patterns is usually
attributed to the self-attention mechanism which automatically learns to extract useful features through
pretraining (Clark et al., 2019). Furthermore, different types of linguistic information are shown to
be represented in a hierarchical way from shallower to deeper layers, reflecting the traditional NLP
pipeline (Tenney et al., 2019a;b). There have also been prior efforts that investigate the limitations of
pretrained models’ representations. It has been revealed that the contextualized embedding space
learned by pretrained models is generally anisotropic (Cai et al., 2021; Li et al., 2020) and is subject
to a degeneration problem that token representations tend to be distributed into a narrow cone (Gao
et al., 2019). Gong et al. (2019) identify that self-attention in Transformers tends to assign higher
weights to local tokens as well as the starting token, which motivates the design of a progressive
stacking algorithm for efficient pretraining. In this work, we investigate a previously unknown issue
regarding MLM-pretrained models’ representations that hinders the model’s expressiveness on input
sequences without [MASK] tokens. Our findings contribute a new perspective to understanding the
limitations of representations in pretrained models.

6 CONCLUSION

Limitations. The focus of our work is on MLM and our analyses do not apply to other pretrain-
ing settings not using [MASK] tokens, and we discuss potential implications of our findings on
autoregressive language models in Appendix F. While the current large language models are mostly
autoregressive models, we believe that text encoder models still have important and wide applications
in NLP, including but not limited to (1) Non-generation tasks. Many natural language understanding
tasks do not have to be modeled autoregressively, for which encoder-only models are generally more
parameter efficient and effective (Zhong et al., 2023). (2) Retrieval-augmented text generation (Lewis
et al., 2020b), which typically uses an encoder for retrieval to enhance the generator’s factualness.
(3) Reward models in reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) can use encoder mod-
els (Song et al., 2023). Empirically, we mainly compare with models pretrained by MLM and its
simple variants and do not include all state-of-the-art models, as they typically require integrating
multiple pretraining strategies and/or architecture changes (He et al., 2023).

Conclusion. In this work, we investigate the discrepancy caused by [MASK] tokens in MLM pre-
training and demonstrate for the first time that this will necessarily result in real token representations
being rank-deficient, thus limiting the model’s expressiveness on real data without [MASK]. We
propose a simple method MAE-LM that excludes [MASK] tokens from the encoder in pretraining
to address the representation deficiency issue. We empirically show that MAE-LM improves the
utilization of model dimensions for representing real tokens in pretraining and downstream tasks.
MAE-LM consistently outperforms MLM-pretrained models on the GLUE and SQuAD benchmarks
across multiple pretraining settings.
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A DETAILED PROOFS

Theorem 2.2 (Rank deficiency of real token representations). There exists some layer l in the
Transformer encoder where the real token representation H l

R is rank-deficient. In particular, the row
space of H l

R does not contain the row space of [MASK] token representation H l
M.

Proof. We prove the statement by contradiction: We suppose that the row space of H l
R always

contains the row space of H l
M in all layers 1 ≤ l ≤ L, and we will show that under this assumption,

H l
M will converge exponentially (with l) to a rank-1 matrix, which contradicts with Lemma 2.1. In

the following, we assume single-head self-attention is used, and the analysis can be easily generalized
to the multi-head case.

The following proof extends Dong et al. (2021) by considering the representations of real tokens and
mask tokens separately and following the residual norm analysis in Dong et al. (2021) to study the
rank changes.

The self-attention module in the lth layer takes the previous layer representations H (the superscript
l − 1 is omitted for convenience) as input and derives the output representations H ′:

H ′ = Attn
(
HWQ,HWK ,HW V

)
WO

= Softmax

(
HWQWK⊤

H⊤
√
d

)
HW V WO

= AHW V O,

where we denote the attention matrix computed from softmax as A, and W V O = W V WO.

We study how the real token representations change (i.e., comparing H ′
R with HR) through the

self-attention module. To facilitate easy analyses, we partition the input token representation matrix
H ∈ R(n+m)×d into blocks consisting of real token representations HR ∈ Rn×d and [MASK]
token representations HM ∈ Rm×d, and partition the attention matrix AR into blocks consisting of
attention weights from real tokens to real tokens AR:R ∈ Rn×n and from real tokens to [MASK]
tokens AR:M ∈ Rn×m:

H =

[
HR
HM

]
, AR = [AR:R AR:M] .

We further denote

SR:R = exp
[
HRWQKH⊤

R
]
, SR:M = exp

[
HRWQKH⊤

M
]
, Z = diag(SR:R1+SR:M1),

where exp[·] denotes the element-wise exponential function, diag(·) constructs a diagnal matrix from
a vector, WQK = WQWK⊤

/
√
d, and 1 is a vector of all ones. Then

AR:R = Z−1SR:R, AR:M = Z−1SR:M.

Based on the above notations, the output representations at real token positions H ′
R can be written

as:

H ′
R = ARHW V O = [AR:R AR:M]

[
HR
HM

]
W V O = Z−1 (SR:RHR + SR:MHM)W V O.

(4)

If the row space of HR contains the row space of HM, each row of HM can be represented as a
linear combination of the rows in HR:

HM = UHR,

where U ∈ Rm×n is the linear combination weight matrix. We can rescale the vector norm of each
row in HM so that U has a row sum of one (i.e., U1 = 1).

To examine the rank of real token representations, we examine the change in matrix residual through
Transformer layers, inspired by Dong et al. (2021). Specifically, we define the following residual R
which measures the difference between HR and a rank-1 matrix:

R = HR − 1h⊤, h = argmin
x

∥∥HR − 1x⊤∥∥ .
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We aim to show that the norm of R converges exponentially (with layer depth) to zero, meaning that
HR converges (with layer depth) to a rank-1 matrix.

By plugging HR = R+1h⊤ and HM = UHR = UR+U1h⊤ = UR+1h⊤ into Equation (4),
we obtain

H ′
R = Z−1

(
SR:R

(
R+ 1h⊤)+ SR:M

(
UR+ 1h⊤))W V O

=

Z−1 (SR:R + SR:MU)R+Z−1 (SR:R1+ SR:M1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

h⊤

W V O

= Z−1 (SR:R + SR:MU)RW V O + 1h⊤W V O. (5)

Next we write out SR:R and SR:M:

SR:R = exp
[
HRWQKH⊤

R

]
= exp

[
(R+ 1h⊤)WQK(R+ 1h⊤)⊤

]
= exp

[
RWQKR⊤ + 1h⊤WQKR⊤ +

(
RWQKh+ 1h⊤WQKh

)
1⊤

]
= exp

[
RWQKR⊤︸ ︷︷ ︸

=F

]
⊙ exp

1h⊤WQKR⊤︸ ︷︷ ︸
=g⊤

⊙ exp

(RWQKh+ 1h⊤WQKh
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=c

1⊤

 ,

and

SR:M = exp
[
HRWQKH⊤

M

]
= exp

[
(R+ 1h⊤)WQK(UR+ 1h⊤)⊤

]
= exp

[
RWQKR⊤U⊤ + 1h⊤WQKR⊤U⊤ +

(
RWQKh+ 1h⊤WQKh

)
1⊤

]
= exp

RWQKR⊤U⊤︸ ︷︷ ︸
=F ′

⊙ exp

1h⊤WQKR⊤U⊤︸ ︷︷ ︸
=g′⊤

⊙ exp

(RWQKh+ 1h⊤WQKh
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=c

1⊤

 ,

where ⊙ denotes the element-wise product. Let F = RWQKR⊤, F ′ = RWQKR⊤U⊤, g⊤ =
h⊤WQKR⊤, g′⊤ = h⊤WQKR⊤U⊤, and c = RWQKh + 1h⊤WQKh, we can further write
out Z:

Z = diag (SR:R1+ SR:M1)

= diag
(((

exp [F ]⊙ exp
[
1g⊤])1+

(
exp [F ′]⊙ exp

[
1g′⊤])1)⊙ exp [c]

)
.

Let F̃ = [F F ′] be the augmented matrix by combining the columns of F and F ′, and let f and f

denote the maximum and minimum element across each row of F̃ , respectively:

f i = max
j

F̃ij , f
i
= min

j
F̃ij .

Then we can derive a lower bound of each element in Z−1SR:R:[
Z−1SR:R

]
ij
=

exp(Fij) exp(gj) exp(ci)(∑
j′ exp(Fij′) exp(gj′) +

∑
j′ exp(F

′
ij′) exp(g

′
j′)
)
exp(ci)

≥ exp(Fij) exp(gj)

exp
(
f i

) (∑
j′ exp(gj′) +

∑
j′ exp(g

′
j′)
)

= exp
(
Fij − f i

) exp(gj)∑
j′ exp(gj′) +

∑
j′ exp(g

′
j′)

.

Similarly, we can derive an upper bound:[
Z−1SR:R

]
ij
≤ exp

(
Fij − f

i

) exp(gj)∑
j′ exp(gj′) +

∑
j′ exp(g

′
j′)

.
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Using the the Taylor expansion of exp, we have

exp
(
Fij − f i

)
≥ 1+Fij−f i ≥ 1+f

i
−f i, exp

(
Fij − f

i

)
≤ 1+2

(
Fij − f

i

)
≤ 1+2

(
f i − f

i

)
.

Therefore,

(1+f
i
−f i)

exp(gj)∑
j′ exp(gj′) +

∑
j′ exp(g

′
j′)

≤
[
Z−1SR:R

]
ij

≤ (1+2f i−2f
i
)

exp(gj)∑
j′ exp(gj′) +

∑
j′ exp(g

′
j′)

.

Denote D = diag
(
f − f

)
and g+ = exp

[
g⊤]1 + exp

[
g′⊤]1, then the above bound can be

expressed in matrix form as follows (the inequality between matrices holds element-wise):
1

g+
(I −D)1 exp

[
g⊤] ≤ Z−1SR:R ≤ 1

g+
(I + 2D)1 exp

[
g⊤] . (6)

An analogous derivation gives the bound of Z−1SR:M:
1

g+
(I −D)1 exp

[
g′⊤] ≤ Z−1SR:M ≤ 1

g+
(I + 2D)1 exp

[
g′⊤] . (7)

Since the upper and lower bounds are in very similar forms, we will only focus on the upper bound in
the derivations below.

Combining Equation (6) with Equation (7), we have

Z−1 (SR:R + SR:MU) ≤ 1

exp
[
g⊤]+ exp

[
g′⊤]U

g+︸ ︷︷ ︸
=r⊤

+ 2D1

exp
[
g⊤]+ exp

[
g′⊤]U

g+︸ ︷︷ ︸
=r⊤


= 1r⊤ + 2D1r⊤ (8)

Plugging Equation (8) into Equation (5), we have

H ′
R ≤

(
1r⊤ + 2D1r⊤

)
RW V O+1h⊤W V O = 1

r⊤RW V O + h⊤W V O︸ ︷︷ ︸
=h′⊤

+2D1r⊤RW V O.

Therefore,
H ′

R − 1h′⊤ ≤ 2D1r⊤RW V O.

With a similar derivation, we have the following lower bound:

H ′
R − 1h′⊤ ≥ −D1r⊤RW V O.

Overall, we can bound the element-wise absolute values of R′ = H ′
R − 1h′⊤, which measure the

distance between H ′
R and a rank-1 matrix:∣∣R′

ij

∣∣ = ∣∣∣[H ′
R − 1h′⊤]

ij

∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣[2D1r⊤RW V O
]
ij

∣∣∣ .
This allows us to further bound the norm of R′. For ℓ1 norm, we have

∥R′∥1 ≤
∥∥2D1r⊤RW V O

∥∥
1

≤ 2 ∥D1∥∞
∥∥r⊤RW V O

∥∥
1

Based on Hölder’s inequality

≤ 2 ∥D1∥∞
∥∥r⊤∥∥

1
∥R∥1

∥∥W V O
∥∥
1
, Submultiplicativity of matrix norms

where

∥D1∥∞ = max
i

∣∣∣f i − f
i

∣∣∣
≤ 2

∥∥∥F̃∥∥∥
1

≤ 2max
{∥∥RWQKR⊤∥∥

1
,
∥∥RWQKR⊤U⊤∥∥

1

}
≤ 2 ∥R∥1

∥∥WQK
∥∥
1
∥R∥∞ max {1, ∥U∥∞}

≤ 2 ∥R∥1
∥∥WQK

∥∥
1
∥R∥∞ ∥U∥∞ , ∥U∥∞ ≥ 1 since U1 = 1
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and ∥∥r⊤∥∥
1
≤
∥∥r⊤∥∥∞

=

∥∥∥∥∥exp
[
g⊤]+ exp

[
g′⊤]U

g+

∥∥∥∥∥
∞

≤
∥∥∥∥∥exp

[
g⊤]

g+

∥∥∥∥∥
∞

+

∥∥∥∥∥exp
[
g′⊤]U
g+

∥∥∥∥∥
∞

≤ 1 + ∥U∥∞ .

Therefore, we can bound the ℓ1 norm of ∥R′∥1 as follows:

∥R′∥1 ≤ 4
∥∥WQK

∥∥
1

∥∥W V O
∥∥
1
∥U∥∞ (1 + ∥U∥∞) ∥R∥21 ∥R∥∞ . (9)

Similarly, we can obtain the bound for the ℓ∞ norm of ∥R′∥1:

∥R′∥∞ ≤ 4
∥∥WQK

∥∥
1

∥∥W V O
∥∥
∞ ∥U∥∞ (1 + ∥U∥∞) ∥R∥1 ∥R∥2∞ . (10)

Denote the geometric mean of ∥R∥1 and ∥R∥∞ as ∥R∥1,∞ =
√
∥R∥1 ∥R∥∞, then from Equa-

tion (9) and Equation (10), we have

∥R′∥1,∞ ≤ 4
∥∥WQK

∥∥
1

∥∥W V O
∥∥
1,∞ ∥U∥∞ (1 + ∥U∥∞)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ϵ

∥R∥31,∞

= 4ϵ ∥R∥31,∞ .

The above inequality reflects how the residual changes within one self-attention layer. Applying it
recursively throughout all layers in an L-layer encoder, we have:∥∥RL

∥∥
1,∞ ≤ (4ϵ)

3L−1
2
∥∥R0

∥∥3L
1,∞ , ϵ = max

l
ϵl,

where RL and R0 denote the residuals corresponding to the encoder’s output real token representa-
tions HL

R and input real token representations H0
R, respectively.

This demonstrates that the residual norms of real token representations converge exponentially (with
layer depth) to zero. Hence, the real token representation matrix H l

R converges exponentially (with
layer depth) to a rank-1 matrix. Since the row space of [MASK] token representations H l

M is
contained by the row space of H l

R, we have rank(H l
M) ≤ rank(H l

R), and H l
M will also converge

exponentially (with layer depth) to a rank-1 matrix, which contradicts with Lemma 2.1. Finally,
we conclude that the row space of H l

R must not contain the row space of H l
M, which necessarily

implies that H l
R is rank-deficient.

B DETAILS ABOUT GLUE TASKS

More details of all the GLUE tasks can be found as follows.

MNLI: The Multi-genre Natural Language Inference (Williams et al., 2018) task includes 393K
training examples from crowdsourcing. The goal is to predict if a premise sentence entails, contradicts,
or is neutral with respect to a given hypothesis sentence.

QQP: Question Pairs (Shankar et al., 2017) includes 364K training examples from the Quora question-
answering website. The task is to determine if two given questions are semantically equivalent.

QNLI: Question Natural Language Inference includes 108K training examples derived from the
Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) (Rajpurkar et al., 2018). The task is to predict if a
sentence contains the answer to a given question.

SST-2: Stanford Sentiment Treebank (Socher et al., 2013) includes 67K training examples on movie
reviews with human annotations. The task is to determine if a given sentence has positive or negative
sentiment.
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CoLA: Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability (Warstadt et al., 2019) includes 8.5K training examples
from books and journal articles on linguistic theory. The task is to determine if a given sentence is
linguistically acceptable.

RTE: Recognizing Textual Entailment (Bentivogli et al., 2009; Dagan et al., 2005; Haim et al., 2006;
Giampiccolo et al., 2007) includes 2.5K training examples from textual entailment challenges. The
task is to predict if a premise sentence entails a given hypothesis sentence.

MRPC: Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus (Dolan & Brockett, 2005) includes 3.7K training
examples collected from news sources. The task is to predict if two given sentences are semantically
equivalent.

STS-B: Semantic Textual Similarity (Cer et al., 2017) includes 5.8K training examples collected
from multiple sources on sentence pair semantic similarity annotated by humans. The task is to
predict the semantic similarity of two sentences (based on a 1 to 5 scoring scale).

C IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Details of Pretraining Settings. The base setting follows BERTbase (Devlin et al., 2019) pretraining
which uses Wikipedia and BookCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015) (16GB of texts) as the pretraining corpora.
The encoder architecture is a 12-layer Transformer, and the model dimension is 768. We train both
absolute and relative position embeddings (Raffel et al., 2019) in the encoder. The decoder is a
4-layer Transformer with the same model dimensions as the encoder. Since the decoder is not used in
downstream tasks, MAE-LM’s encoder can be fairly compared with previous 12-layer base-sized
models. The model is trained for 125K steps with 2, 048 sequences per batch, which amounts to
256M samples in total. The maximum input sequence length is 512 tokens. The vocabulary is
constructed with BPE (Sennrich et al., 2015) and consists of 32, 768 uncased subword units.

The base++ setting follows RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) pretraining which extends the base setting
by incorporating larger pretraining corpora and training the same model architecture for longer.
Specifically, the following corpora are used along with Wikipedia and BookCorpus: OpenWeb-
Text (Gokaslan & Cohen, 2019), CC-News (Liu et al., 2019), and STORIES (Trinh & Le, 2018).
This expands the pretraining corpora to contain 160GB texts. The model is trained for 2M steps with
2, 048 sequences per batch, which amounts to 4B samples in total. The base++ setting also expands
the vocabulary size to 64, 000 (Bao et al., 2020) by using cased subword units.

The large++ setting extends the base++ setting by scaling up the encoder architecture to 24 layers
and 1, 024 model dimensions. The decoder is still a 4-layer Transformer with the same model
dimensions as the encoder. Due to the high cost of training large models, we train for 1M steps (half
of the base++ setting) with 2, 048 sequences per batch, which amounts to 2B samples in total. Note
that this is also half of the pretraining data used in RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and BART (Lewis
et al., 2020a).

Computation Environment. The experiments in this paper are conducted on 64 A100 GPUs.

Masking. For all pretraining settings, we apply 15% random masks to input sequeces. We do not use
the trick in conventional MLM (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019) that replaces 10% of [MASK]
tokens with the original ones and another 10% with random tokens. We also experiment with higher
masking rates (e.g., 40%) which are shown to be beneficial in Wettig et al. (2023) for training large
models, but they do not yield better results than the default 15% masking rate in our experiments.
This is probably because Wettig et al. (2023) use an efficient pretraining recipe that is different from
the standard pretraining setup, with a larger learning rate, a larger batch size, a shorter sequence
length, and fewer training steps.

Position Embedding. We learn both absolute and relative position embeddings (Raffel et al., 2019)
in the encoder, and only learn absolute position embeddings in the decoder.

Dropout. During the pretraining of MAE-LM, dropout is applied to the encoder but not the decoder,
which we find to slightly improve stability.

D HYPERPARAMETER SETTINGS
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Table 3: Hyperparameters used in pretraining.

Hyperparameter base base++ large++

Max Steps 125K 2M 1M
Peak Learning Rate 5e-4 2e-4 1e-4
Batch Size 2048 2048 2048
Warm-Up Steps 10K 10K 10K
Sequence Length 512 512 512
Relative Position Encoding Buckets 32 64 128
Relative Position Encoding Max Distance 128 128 256
Adam ϵ 1e-6 1e-6 1e-6
Adam (β1, β2) (0.9, 0.98) (0.9, 0.98) (0.9, 0.98)
Clip Norm 2.0 2.0 1.0
Dropout 0.1 0.1 0.1
Weight Decay 0.01 0.01 0.01

Table 4: Hyperparameter ranges searched for fine-tuning on GLUE. GLUE small tasks include CoLA,
RTE, MRPC and STS-B. GLUE large tasks include MNLI, QQP, QNLI and SST-2.

Hyperparameter GLUE Small Tasks Search Space GLUE Large Tasks Search Space

Max Epochs {2, 3, 5, 10} {2, 3, 5}

Peak Learning Rate base/base++: {2e-5, 3e-5, 4e-5, 5e-5} base/base++: {1e-5, 2e-5, 3e-5, 4e-5}
large++: {7e-6, 1e-5, 2e-5, 3e-5} large++: {5e-6, 7e-6, 1e-5, 2e-5}

Batch Size {16, 32} 32
Warm-Up Proportion {6%, 10%} 6%
Sequence Length 512 512
Adam ϵ 1e-6 1e-6
Adam (β1, β2) (0.9, 0.98) (0.9, 0.98)
Clip Norm - -
Dropout 0.1 0.1
Weight Decay 0.01 0.01

Table 5: Hyperparameter ranges searched for fine-tuning on SQuAD 2.0.

Hyperparameter SQuAD 2.0 Search Space

Max Epochs {2, 3}

Peak Learning Rate base/base++: {2e-5, 3e-5, 4e-5, 5e-5}
large++: {7e-6, 1e-5, 2e-5, 3e-5}

Batch Size {16, 32}
Warm-Up Proportion {6%, 10%}
Sequence Length 512
Adam ϵ 1e-6
Adam (β1, β2) (0.9, 0.98)
Clip Norm -
Dropout 0.1
Weight Decay 0.01
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Table 6: Standard single-task, single-model fine-tuning results (medians over five random seeds)
evaluated on GLUE and SQuAD 2.0 development sets for large models. †: MAE-LM is pretrained on
half of RoBERTa/BART’s data.

Model GLUE (Single-Task) SQuAD 2.0

MNLI-(m/mm) QQP QNLI SST-2 CoLA RTE MRPC STS-B AVG EM F1

large++ setting: larger Transformer model trained on larger pretraining corpora (160GB)

BART 89.9/90.1 92.5 94.9 96.6 62.8 87.0 90.4 91.2 88.2 86.1 89.2
RoBERTa 90.2/90.2 92.2 94.7 96.4 68.0 86.6 90.9 92.4 88.9 86.5 89.4
MAE-LM † 90.4/90.6 92.2 95.1 96.2 68.7 88.8 90.7 92.1 89.3 87.0 89.8

Table 7: Zero-shot and few-shot performance. Few-shot results include mean and standard deviation
(as subscripts) performance over 5 different training splits defined in Gao et al. (2021). †: Results
from Gao et al. (2021).

Model GLUE (Single-Task)
MNLI-(m/mm) QQP QNLI SST-2 CoLA RTE MRPC STS-B AVG

zero-shot prompting: direct inference on tasks via cloze-type MLM predictions

RoBERTa† 50.8/51.7 49.7 50.8 83.6 2.0 51.3 61.9 −3.2 43.4
MAE-LM 52.1/54.3 52.0 52.3 83.5 2.0 54.5 63.4 −3.0 44.7

head-based few-shot fine-tuning: fine-tuning on 16 samples per label with a linear classification head

RoBERTa† 45.86.4/47.86.8 60.74.3 60.26.5 81.43.8 33.914.3 54.43.9 76.62.5 53.58.5 58.4
MAE-LM 48.74.5/51.16.0 64.54.2 62.16.1 81.23.9 31.113.9 58.02.5 78.22.1 53.09.0 59.8

prompt-based few-shot fine-tuning: fine-tuning on 16 samples per label with cloze-type MLM templates

RoBERTa† 68.32.3/70.51.9 65.55.3 64.54.2 92.70.9 9.37.3 69.13.6 74.55.3 71.07.0 64.5
MAE-LM 70.72.0/73.31.8 67.34.6 65.14.3 92.41.1 14.38.9 71.23.3 74.84.1 72.36.5 66.2

We report the detailed hyperparameters used for pretraining in Table 3. The hyperparameter search
ranges of fine-tuning are shown in Tables 4 and 5 for GLUE and SQuAD 2.0, respectively.

For fair comparisons, the same set of hyperparameters (in both pretraining and fine-tuning) is used
for MAE-LM, RoBERTa (Ours) and ablations. We follow previous pretraining studies (Liu et al.,
2019) to report the medians of downstream task fine-tuning results under the same set of five different
random seeds.

E MORE EVALUATION RESULTS
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Figure 6: With the original
BERT masking strategy, the
effective rank across layers
for inputs without [MASK]
and with [MASK].

BERT Masking Strategy. In addition to our default masking strategy
which directly applies 15% random masks to input sequences, we also
validate our findings under the original BERT masking strategy that
replaces 10% of [MASK] tokens with the original ones and another
10% with random tokens. Figure 6 demonstrates that the gap in ef-
fective representation rank between inputs with and without [MASK]
under this setting is also notable, similar to the findings in Figure 1(a).
This confirms that randomly replacing a small percentage of [MASK]
tokens with real tokens does not effectively address the representation
deficiency issue, as the ratio of [MASK] tokens in pretraining is still
high.

Large Model Results. We also show the performance of MAE-
LM under larger model sizes in Table 6. Even trained on half of
the pretraining data used in RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), MAE-LM
still performs comparably or better, demonstrating the potential of
MAE-LM for larger models.

Zero-Shot and Few-Shot Results. Since MAE-LM is trained with the MLM objective, it is
applicable to zero-shot and few-shot learning via prompt-based approaches. We report three groups
of zero-shot/few-shot results on the GLUE tasks comparing MAE-LM (large++) with RoBERTa
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(large++) in Table 7: (1) zero-shot prompting which converts the classification tasks into cloze-type
MLM predictions and directly uses pretrained models for inference on test sets; (2) head-based
few-shot fine-tuning which adds a linear classification head to the pretrained encoders for fine-tuning
on 16 samples per label; and (3) few-shot prompt-based fine-tuning which fine-tunes the MLM models
on tasks converted to cloze-type MLM formats with 16 samples per label. We follow the basic manual
prompt/label word setting and the training/development splits in Gao et al. (2021). For few-shot
learning, the average and standard deviation over 5 different training/development splits are reported.
Overall, MAE-LM can be combined with prompt-based methods for effective zero-shot and few-shot
learning.

F MORE DISCUSSIONS

Ethical Considerations. Despite their remarkable performance, pretrained models have been shown
to come with risks such as exacerbating harmful biases (Bender et al., 2021; Bommasani et al., 2021).
In our experiments, we follow the standard pretraining settings (e.g., data preparation, collection and
preprocessing), and we expect more well-documented and filtered text corpora (Dodge et al., 2021),
as well as future developments of harm reduction techniques (Liang et al., 2021) may help mitigate
the ethical concerns about pretrained models.

Connections to Prior Work. Since the advent of BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), there have been numer-
ous developments in new pretraining and fine-tuning methods aiming to improve the effectiveness of
pretrained models in downstream tasks. The advantages of these proposed methods, however, are
mostly demonstrated via empirical evidence alone, and our understanding of why certain methods
are better than the others remains limited. Our analyses in this work may advance the understanding
of the benefits of some prominent methods: ELECTRA (Clark et al., 2020) fills [MASK] positions
with real tokens; therefore, the encoder does not suffer from the representation deficiency issue.
Different from the ablation in Section 4.3 where we randomly sample real tokens to fill [MASK],
ELECTRA employs an MLM model to sample replaced tokens which are generally plausible al-
ternatives to the original tokens, thus better preserving the contexts in pretraining. These designs
may help partially explain the effectiveness of ELECTRA. Prompt-based methods (Gao et al., 2021;
Schick & Schütze, 2021) adapt pretrained MLM models to downstream tasks by creating prompt
templates that convert the target task into a masked token prediction problem. This helps mitigate
the representation deficiency issue that occurs in standard fine-tuning of MLM models as [MASK]
tokens are also introduced into downstream data, resulting in more model dimensions being utilized.
Our findings may also shed light on certain previously observed phenomena in MLM models. For
example, the rank deficiency issue might be responsible for the de-contextualization in self-attention
patterns (Gong et al., 2019).

Implications on Autoregressive LMs. While autoregressive LM pretraining generally does not
introduce artificial symbols such as [MASK], our analyses can be easily extended to show that the
representation deficiency issue can also arise in autoregressive pretraining when certain real tokens
exist exclusively in the pretraining data but are either absent or occur infrequently in downstream
data. Similar to the impact of [MASK] tokens, these tokens occupy dimensions during pretraining
that may not be effectively utilized in downstream tasks. Consequently, it is desirable to maximize
the vocabulary overlap between pretraining data and downstream data, which can be realized via
pretraining data selection, training corpora pre-processing, and vocabulary pruning. We leave these
explorations as future work.
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